STUDENT AGREEMENT

I will take care of the computer, other hardware and software and demonstrate responsible behaviour at all times.

I agree to use the internet only when a teacher or an adult is present and to follow his/her instructions at all times.

I will not give out my or anyone else’s personal information such as name, telephone number, address or password.

I understand that passwords are considered private and will not access another student’s account or personal information at any time.

When using the Internet I will only access information which is appropriate and relevant to the work I am completing.

I will not attempt to access inappropriate or unsuitable sites and if such a site appears on my screen I will immediately turn off the monitor or close the laptop and inform my teacher. I will not alert any other student to the images or information on my screen.

When writing emails I will be a positive ambassador for Rosalie Primary School and will always ask my teacher for permission to send any emails before I click “send”.

I will not respond to any message that is inappropriate, unpleasant or that makes me feel uncomfortable in any way.

I will use common sense at all times and ask my teacher if I need help.

I will not access or use social media (eg. Facebook, Myspace) pages at school and understand that only supervised blogs and chat forums such as Connect are acceptable.

I understand that information on the Internet may not always be accurate and I need to consider this when selecting and organising information for my learning.

I agree to acknowledge all information I have used.

I agree to follow all these rules. I understand that use of the Internet at Rosalie School is a privilege and that inappropriate use may result in cancellation of this privilege. My parent/s support my use of the Internet within the guidelines of this Code of Conduct which will stand until the end of Year 7 or until a revised version is provided to me.

Student's Signature:- ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Parent's Name: ___________________________ Parent's Signature: ___________________________

Teacher's Signature: ___________________________

Please complete the above form and return intact to class teachers.